ADAM

Whoa. Dude –

KATHERINE

Oh my god could you watch where you’re –

(recognizes him)

ADAM...

(ADAM returns the purse to KATHERINE, whom he doesn’t recognize)


ADAM

Ellie Blake’s mom.? Shyeah, Sandwich Lady!

(ADAM hugs KATHERINE exuberantly. Oh My God. She closes her eyes and relishes this. She smells his hair. He pulls back, looks at her quizzically, then smiles)

KATHERINE

I know that Ellie is very...happy that you like them. I mean, she must...think...highly of you.

ADAM

Your sandwiches are the best thing I’ve ever tasted. Ellie’s lucky.

KATHERINE

Yeah.
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ADAM

(gestures to ELLIE’S lunch bag)
What sandwich did you bring today?

ELLIE
Oh, I made – My mom made ham, chutney, and shallots on a brioche.

(ADAM waits expectantly)
Do you...want it?

ADAM
You know it.

(ELLIE opens her bag, finds the sandwich, and hands it to ADAM. He takes a bite, swoons, then talks with mouth full)

Amazing. Catch you later.
ADAM

Where you headed?

FLETCHER

(As CASPIAN)

“Hollywood!”

ADAM


FLETCHER

Do you want to hear a joke?

ADAM

Yeah. I do.

FLETCHER

(As ANGRY BOB)

“What do you call a sad coffee?

ADAM

No clue.

FLETCHER

(As ANGRY BOB)

“Depresso!”

(ANGRY BOB laughs. So does ADAM. As CASPIAN)

“What do you call a man with no body and no nose?”

ADAM

I don’t know...what do you call a man with no body and no nose?

FLETCHER

(As CASPIAN)

“Nobody nose.”

ADAM

What’s your name?
FLETCHER

(re: CASPIAN)
I was talking to him.

FLETCHER
(As CASPIAN)
“I’m Caspian!”

ADAM
Hey Caspian, I’m Adam.

(ADAM bumps fists with CASPIAN)

FLETCHER
I think you go to the same school as my sister.

ADAM
Who’s your sister?

FLETCHER
Ellie Blake.

ADAM
Ellie Blake. Your mom is the Sandwich Lady? Awesome. Does she know where you are right now?

(FLETCHER blinks back tears and shakes his head.)

Hey...little dude...what’s up?

FLETCHER
I’m running away.
FLETCHER: Cross it off the list. Wow. Women and sandwiches,

FLETCHER: like chocolates and wine,

ADAM: sometimes the strange ones

ADAM: are just the most fine.

ADAM: You look at the outside, the face, or the bread.... You don't know what's there, in that roll

ADAM: or that head, but odds are you'll like... what's inside for y'all...

ADAM: Women and sandwiches, I so love them all.... And

ADAM: sometimes there's a sandwich that you looked at just one way. Then it

ADAM: suddenly surprised you, say a lot, and say, today, and then
asked you to do something that you thought was just a cheat. The explanation wasn't so complete.

still and all, it's just a simple feat,

maybe you should help her, 'cause she's sweet, and her brother's pretty neat.